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Method Marine Supply Ltd. Catalogue

About this catalogue
Due to overwhelming customer demand, we have created a comprehensive marine and industrial catalogue. We can also provide you with a series of customized catalogues which detail the full range of products available at Method Marine. The specific department catalogues available include: Industrial Lube and Oil, Marine Hardware, Marine Electronics, Clothing and
Footwear, Dive Gear, Electrical, Industrial Hose and Fittings, Tools, Paint and Fibreglass, and Ship and Industrial Safety.
With competitive prices and free local delivery, we can help you save time, freight costs, and administrative expenses. We
care about your business, and hope that these catalogues are of some assistance.

How to use this catalogue
This catalogue represents a list of product lines that we stock rather than a complete listing of every item available within that
line. This would be an enormous undertaking, better left to the manufacturers. A price list is included as a separate attach ment
which will give a good indication of the scope of what we carry in stock, along with list pricing. There are many lines and
items which we can source in addition to those detailed in this catalogue. If you require additional information please call or
fax us with your request. We would be happy to provide you with manufacturers’ catalogues, custom quotations, and product
information.

About this catalogue-customer feedback
After looking into printing costs, and the associated constraints around volume printing, we decided that it would be more co st
effective to design and print our own catalogues, using local contractors. This way we can continually update catalogues as
required. If you have any comments or suggestions, please fax them to Alcuin Design at 725-2111 attn. Steve Bernard, or email
us at

M E TH OD M AR I N E S U P P LY L TD . C OMPAN Y I N F OR M ATI ON
Mailing address

Box 219, 380 Main St. Tofino B.C. VOR 2ZO Canada

Phone Number

(250) 725-3251

Fax Number

(250) 725-2111

Revisions made Tuesday, June 04, 2013
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Method Marine Supply

Method Marine Tool Lines
29. KREPP
Krepp manufactures a line of affordable tools. When price is
an issue, Krepp is a great choice.

Our two main tool lines are G.E.L professional grade tools and the value priced Brico and ShopPro lines. Both sourced from
within B.C., these lines have excellent turn over times for special orders. We carry a complete line of G.E.L sockets and dri vers
for 3/8” and ½” drives as well as a full assortment of metric wrenches. Recent additions to this department include G.E.L air
tools, along with the appropriate hoses and connections. For convenience purposes we can access most lines of power tools,
including skill saws, drills, grinders, etc., as well as professional and handyman grades of construction tools. Aluminum

ladders, carts and hand trucks can also be sourced through us at competitive prices – even metal and plastic storage bins. For
information on our painting supplies, please refer to our catalogue on paint and sundry items.

30. MISCELLANEOUS TOOL S
In this category we include filter wrenches, drum plug wrenches, garden
hose attachments, tool boxes, pry bars, trailer winches, standard and
metric tap and die sets, and metal vices. Several styles of each are
always in stock.

31. GREASE GUNS & FI TT INGS
We stock several styles of Lubrimatic grease guns, with hose
attachments and a full line of grease fittings.

32. KNI VES
Method Marine stocks a wide variety of knives for sport,
commercial, and industrial purposes. Knife lines include Frost,
Dexture Russell, Bokker and a plethora of inexpensive sport
knives. In addition, all major sport knives can be sourced through
us, with names like Gerber, Spyderco, Camilus and Schrade.

Tools Table of Contents
1. Screwdrivers
2. Wrenches
3. Drill bits
4. Nut Drivers
5. Adjustable Wrenches
6. Sockets
7. Soldering Equipment
8. Sledges, Axes & Hammers
9. Brushes
10. Caulking Guns
11. Files
12. Funnels
13. Gear Pullers
14. Hex Keys
15. Jacks
16. Pad Locks
17. Snips
18. Bolt Cutters
19. Testers
20. C-Clamps
21. Pliers, Vice grips
22. Tool kits
23. Specialty Tools
24. Measuring Tape
25. GEL Compressed Air Drivers
26. Brico Products
27. Gel Products
28. Pipe Wrenches
29. Krepp
30. Miscellaneous Tools
31. Grease Guns & Fittings
32. Knives
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1. SCREWDRIVERS
From stubby to 17" Robertson, Philips, Flathead and Star, in single
or multi-bit, we carry a variety of styles. Screwdriver sets are also
stocked. We have a rust resistant multi-bit marine model in stock.

25. GE L COMPRE SSE D A IR DRIVE RS
We stock several styles of compressed air drivers, and can source
spray guns, sandblast kits, and sanders, as well as regulators, hoses
and fittings.

2. WRENCHES
If you need a single wrench or a full set we have all sizes in
either metric or SAE. Made by Brico, Jet and Gel.
26. BRICO PRODUCTS
The Brico line includes a wide assortment of inexpensive tools.
This line is useful when you have a high rate of tool loss in your
operation. The quality has improved substantially over the years.
Also great for seldom used but necessary tools, such as tape
and die sets.
3. DR ILL B ITS
We carry high speed stainless steel and wood drill bits in
either a single package or variety pack.
27. GE L PRODUCTS
This is a complete line of quality tools shipped out of Vancouver. The
hand-tools come with a full lifetime warranty. The GEL line includes
screwdrivers, nut-drivers, hex keys, wrenches, pliers and snips, cutting
tools, and automotive and specialty tools.
4. NUT DR IVERS
With a huge selection of bits and nut driver sets you will find
what you need at Method Marine.

5. ADJUSTABLE WRENCHE S
We have 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 15”, and 18” adjustable wrenches
made by Fuller as well as a 4-pack available from Brico.

28. PIPE WRE NCHE S
Come in and check out our variety of pipe wrenches, from 8” to
36”, you will find what you need in stock.
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21. PLIERS / VICE GR IPS
We have pliers for all applications, from needle nose to slip
joint, to water pump, as well as vice grips, forceps and fishing
pliers… you need not look elsewhere.

22. TOOL K ITS
We stock a variety of socket and tool sets, which are value
priced and professional quality.

6. SOCKE TS
We sell single sockets in 1/4”, 3/8”, and 1/2” drives in most sizes
of SAE and metric, deep or normal with all the adapters, ratchet
handle and spinners. We also stock a variety of socket/ratchet sets,
again in SAE or metric.

7. SOLDE RING E QUIPME NT
Whether it's a big or small soldering job we have the tools you need
with a 2 piece propane torch set or variety of butane torches by
Anchor or Benzomatic, as well as flux and resin solder.

8. SLE DGE S / AX E S / HAMME RS
Method Marine carries a variety of edge hammers, splitting malls,
and hatchets. We also have a couple different machetes to choose
from.
23. SPECIALTY TOOLS
Method Marine stocks a variety of specialty tools including air sets,
thickness gauges, plastic calipers, crimping sets, power accessory
kits, flaring tool kits, magnetic inspection mirrors, pick rod sets,
automatic wire strippers, electrical auto sets, universal joint sets,
and battery post cleaners

24. MEASURING TAPE S
We carry different types of measuring tapes, from small 1/2” by 12”, right
up to 1” by 100’.

9. BRUSHE S
We stock "Turks Head" deck brushes in soft, medium and stiff, with
natural or nylon materials. We also carry stainless steel and brass
wire brushes, squeegees and handles.

10. CAULKING GUNS
With four different caulking guns to choose from you should
have no trouble finding what you need.
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11. F ILES
We carry flat, round, and triangle mill bastard files. We also
stock chainsaw files, and 1/2” round wood rasps.

12. FUNNELS
We stock funnels small enough for stoves and
lanterns, and have funnels to 9 ".

16. PA DLOCKS
We carry both normal and marine grade padlocks in a huge
variety of sizes from luggage locks to 3" marine grade brass
padlocks.

17. SNIPS
We have regular tin snips in both 10” and 12”, as well as
aviation tin snips, which are sold individually or in 3 piece sets.

18. BOLT CUT TE RS
13. GEAR PULLERS
Method Marine stocks gear pullers in three different sizes: 75
mm, 100 mm, and 150 mm. Larger or smaller sizes can be
special ordered.

We carry 18”, 24”, and 36” sizes.

19. TE STE RS
We have testing units for antifreeze and battery acid levels as
well as pocket multi-testers for voltage, circuit or both.
14. HEX KEYS
There are 7, 8, 14 and 25 piece hex key sets to
choose from ranging 1/16” to 3/8” in SAE, and 1.5
to 10 mm in metric.

15. JACKS
We stock 2 and 4 ton hydraulic bottle jacks as well as 2
and 4 ton hard cable pullers. Other sizes are available on
request.

20. C -C LAMP S
We stock C Clamps in 3”, 4”, 6,” and 8” sizes. Other
sizes are available on request.

